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Scrapbook 101
107" x 107" king Size quilt

pieced by lynne Hagmeier; quilted by nancy arnoldy

A 1930’s vintage quilt featuring scrappy 49-patches inspired our version in warm, traditional hues from 
an assortment of KT fabrics.  Make a scrappy version by increasing the size of the squares to 2 ½" each 
and strip piece easily utilizing leftover Jelly RollTM strips.

SUPPLIES
dark tan    sashing & 2nd border     4 yds.
4 darkS - gold, red, green, purple bar blocks & pieced border    1 yd. each
black     bar blocks, 1st border, pieced border & binding 2 ¼ yds.
aSSorted ScrapS   49-patch block        (70) 2" strips -or- (35) fat ⅛’s -or- 4 ¼ - 5 yds. total
batting & backing   115" x 115"             3 yds. of 108" wide -or- 9 ½ yds. of 45" wide
cotton tHread   dark tan, black

CUTTING
WoF = WidtH oF Fabric   loF = lengtH oF Fabric

dark tan 
2nd border - (2) 8" x 92" LOF 
         (2) 8” x 77” LOF
      sashing - (48) 2" x 11"
         (48) 2” x 8”
     
4 darkS - gold, red, green, purple 
bar blocks & pieced border - (15) 2" x WOF each 
pieced border corners -   row 1 - red - (4) 2" sq.
                     (4) 2" x 3 ½"
    row 2 - gold - (4) 2" x 3 ½" 
     (4) 2” x 5” 
   row 3 - green - (4) 2” x 5” 
                (4) 2” x 6 ½"
             row 4 - purple - (4) 2” x 6 ½” 
                 (4) 2” x 8” 

black - bar blocks & pieced border - (15) 2" x WOF
                            1st border - (8) 2" x WOF 
           pieced border corners - (4) 2" sq.
                               binding - (11) 2 ½" x WOF

aSSorted ScrapS - 49-patch blocks - 2" strips and/or squares to equal a total of (1225) 2" sq. 



ASSEMBLY
create (25) 49-patcH blockS.
Piece 49-patch blocks in 7 rows  of 7 blocks each using 2" squares (or strip-piece 7 assorted 2" 
strips, crosscutting into 2" segments). Sew blocks together in rows; press alternating rows in 
opposite directions for opposing seams. Sew rows together; press. Blocks measure 11" sq.; 
finish 10 ½" square.
     
piece (24)bar blockS. 
Sew (5) sets of 2" x WOF strips of black, red, gold, green, and purple together (in that order); 
press all seams in one direction. Crosscut into (24) 8" long sections. Add (2) 2" x 8" tan sashing 
strips to seamed end of pieced bars blocks; press toward tan. Add (2) 2” x 11” tan sashing strips to 
remaining opposite sides; press toward tan. Blocks measure 11" sq.; finish 10 ½" square each.

Arrange the (25) 49-patches and (24) bar blocks in 7 rows of 7 blocks each, alternating blocks, with 49-patches in 
the corners. Sew blocks together in horizontal rows; press alternating rows in opposite directions. Sew rows together; 
press. Center of quilt measure 74" x 74".

meaSure your quilt top beFore cutting borderS to lengtH. meaSurementS are given aS a guide only.

black 1St border- Piece and trim 2 borders to length for quilt sides (74" long). Pin and stitch to opposite sides of 
quilt top; press toward black. Piece and trim 2 borders to length for quilt top/bottom (77” long). Pin and stitch to 
top and bottom of quilt; press toward black.

tan 2nd border - Trim (2) 8" tan 2nd borders to measured length of quilt top (77"). Pin and stitch to opposite 
sides of quilt top; press toward tan. Trim (2) 8” tan 2nd borders to measured width of quilt top (92”). Pin and stitch 
to top and bottom of quilt; press toward tan. 

piece border - Sew (10) sets of 2" x WOF strips of black, red, gold, green and purple together, in that order; press 
in one direction. Crosscut pieced strips into (48) 8" segments. Piece (12) segments plus 1 additional strip together 
for sides of quilt; press in one direction. Make 4 pieced borders.  Pin and sew 2 pieced borders to opposite sides of 
quilt top; press toward tan. 

black
red
gold
green
purple

pieced border cornerS - Piece 4 corner blocks log cabin style, as shown, pressing toward 
outside of block after each strip. Add a log cabin corner block to each end of the 2 
remaining pieced borders with black squares in the outer corners; press toward corner 
block. Quilt top measures 107" x 107" square.

FiniSHing - Sandwich quilt top, batting and backing using the method of your choice.  
Machine quilt-in-the-ditch between blocks and borders; stitch 49-patches in a snail’s trail 
pattern; quilt wavy lines in tan sashing strips and large feathers in wide tan border. Trim 
batting and backing. Bind with 2 ½" wide double binding pieced to at least 440" long.

Create custom pillowcases to match your quilt.  
Inset a 4 ½" wide pieced strip from leftover 
border segments into the pillowcase, leaving 
about a 4" cuff on the end.
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